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Content Content 

Why data integration ?
Examples: Energy statistics >>> greenhouse gas 
emissions

Production statistics >>> Toxic chemicals
>>> Environmental chemicals

Production statistics >>> Packaging waste
Livestock statistics >>> greenhouse gases
Data integration across reporting obligations

Questions (Relevant for the revised FDES ?)
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Data Integration, why?Data Integration, why?

Many parallel statistical processes, so far: 
Only limited interaction between domains, e.g:
Production statistics <> environment statistics
Trade statistics <> material flows
Many ‘quantitative’ but ‘non-statistical’ reporting 
obligations’ not yet used
Potential for efficiency gains 
(Shared data processing, multiple use of data, 

common methodology, …)
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Statistical production, a smarter wayStatistical production, a smarter way
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Use of energy, transport, agriculture and production statistics 
for the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Toxic chemicals: Use of production statistics for chemicals and 
aggregate to ‘toxicity’ classes
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Environmentally harmful chemicals: Production statistics 
aggregated to ‘aquatic toxicity’ classes
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Packaging waste: Production statistics for the calculation of 
waste arising
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Agriculture: Livestock statistics for the calculation of 
agriculture’s share in greenhouse gas emissions
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Data integration, examplesData integration, examples

Many thematic, quantitative reporting obligation in a domain, 
example waste: Data centre
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12

.

The 'classic' statistical system may have a lot more to offer for environment 
statisticians than what we currently use. Domain managers of 'other' statistics 
often do not even know how their work contributes to the generation of 
environmental information

The statistical system is under increasing pressure to reduce the burden for 
respondents. As a consequence it is more and more difficult to establish new 
statistical activities. There is a certain risk that cutting down statistics in specific 
domains have a direct impact on the quality of the derived environmental 
statistics.

Environment statisticians could be forerunners in getting away from the 
'stovepipe' approach still used in the statistical system towards a more integrated 
production of official statistics. 

The new FDES could propose the development of guidance on the integration of 
'other' statistical domains into environment statistics.

Do the experts on the Revision of the Framework for the Development of 
Environment Statistics share Eurostat's view?

Conclusions / questionsConclusions / questions
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Christian.Heidorn@ec.europa.eu
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